
Feather-light and laser-bright - 
thanks tO its Outstanding tactical PrOPer-
ties, the setO cliPlight One is a valuable 
cOmPaniOn FOr every aPPlicatiOn.

In use, every gram counts that does not have to be carried. 
The setO cliPlight One replaces both flashlights and 
headlamps and thus not only saves weight, but also the 
equipment to be carried along. The robust housing made 
of lightweight high-performance plastic combined with 

setO cliPlight One
Feather-liGht & laser-BriGht

For attachment, the lamp is simply plugged in at any 
point with a swiveling clip and holds securely with its low 
weight. Thanks to its compact dimensions, it fits easily into 
any operational outfit.

TechnicaL DaTa

Input voltage               USB 5 V, 1 A 

Illuminant                 LED Technology 
Color temperature               cool white

Battery                Li-Polymer, 3.7 V, 400 mAh 
Charging time                         1.5 h  
Dimensions (LxWxH) approx.     38.6 x 63.6 x 24.3 mm 
Weight                30 g

Item no.:                                                  1424000030  

en

the lithium ion battery technology ensures extremely low 
weight with long-term light availability.
the different light outlets forward or downward al-
low the use as a headlight, as a hand lamp or even 
as a small area light. if less light output is required, 
the setO cliPlight One can also be dimmed simply 
by holding down the power button. 
in addition, an sOs function is integrated: Once ac-
tivated, the light flashes with full force permanent-
ly in the international sOs rhythm.
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                          min.         max.           min.         max.

luminous flux approx.      16 lm       230 lm        16 lm        230 lm
Operating time                       12 h         2 h                12 h          2 h
distance                                        3 m         50 m                -                -                   

Focused light 
(long distance, narrow)

diffused light, front
(short distance, wide)

diffused light, top
(short Distance, wide)

dimsOs

MODe-change

Professional Lighting Solutions
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red Filter

scope of delivery: USB cable, red filter, carabiner

red filter
(Included  in delivery)
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